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A history that shows how silver has been central to economics, politics, and foreign affairs.
Silber (Finance and Economics/New York Univ. Stern School of Business; Volcker: The
Triumph of Persistence, 2012, etc.) examines the significance of silver from the nation's
founding to the present. Deeply researched and authoritative, the book begins with Alexander
Hamilton, the first Treasury secretary, who advocated a bimetallic backing for the dollar to
prevent a shortage of either silver or gold. Throughout the 19th century, however, the use of
silver as monetary standard was fiercely debated: Ohio Sen. John Sherman pushed through the
Coinage Act of 1873, establishing gold as "sole legal tender for all obligations." Nebraska
congressman William Jennings Bryan, in his famous "Cross of Gold" speech delivered during his
presidential campaign of 1896, advocated for the cheaper metal, silver, which his constituents
believed would result in more circulating currency and higher prices for Nebraska's
commodities. Later, Sen. Key Pittman from Nevada—the Silver State—found an ally in Franklin
Roosevelt, who took the U.S. off the gold standard and subsidized silver production, with the
hope of mitigating the effects of the Great Depression. Making a case for the worldwide
consequences of this decision, Silber asserts that Roosevelt's strategy strengthened the Japanese
military and exacerbated the Sino-Japanese conflict that left China vulnerable. During World
War II, a shortage of copper for use in electrical wiring led to the withdrawal of silver, a fine
electrical conductor, from its depository at West Point. The Manhattan Project alone used 14,000
tons of silver. In his effort to show the tentacles of silver's influence at home and abroad, the
author makes the unsubstantiated assertion that John F. Kennedy may have been "murdered for
downgrading the silver subsidy," a conjecture he finds "as least as plausible as the rest." Silber's
detailed recounting of the fluctuating prices of silver throughout history is enlivened by portraits
of some obsessed silver investors, including psychiatrist Henry Jarecki and Nelson Bunker Hunt,
a right-wing oil baron who was once the world's richest man. A well-informed history of silver's
allure.
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February 21, 2019
‘The Story of Silver’ Review: The Other Precious Metal
The value of silver—not to mention its legendary role in the world’s monetary
affairs—is capable of driving some people crazy.
By
James Grant
Feb. 20, 2019 6:33 p.m. ET
We all want dollars, but who can define that object of desire? It was easy in 1792. Alexander Hamilton
declared that the dollar was a unit of account weighing 371.25 grains of pure silver, and death was the
penalty for debasing it. “The Story of Silver” is the biography of America’s first monetary metal.
Biography is the word, as William Silber’s colorful narrative is one of personalities as much as it is of
ideas and events. Like gold, silver can preoccupy its fans to the point of obsession, as it did the Hunt
brothers, Texas inflation-phobes who lost a fortune in 1980 by betting on silver and therefore against Paul
Volcker, then chairman of the Federal Reserve, and Mr. Volcker’s sky-high interest rates.
Mr. Silber himself is hardly immune from the metallic spell. Taking him at his frequently playful word,
you would suspect, for instance, that disappointed silver speculators were somehow mixed up in the
assassination of John F. Kennedy. Let us agree, at least, that the value of silver, and its role in the world’s
monetary affairs, is capable of driving people crazy.
At the nation’s founding, Hamilton granted silver and gold equal roles in the American monetary system.
A 19th-century holder of precious metals could take ingots of either to the Mint and exchange them for
U.S. coins at the fixed value assigned to each by law, gold being 15 times more valuable than silver. Both
metals were legal tender. You could use either to discharge a debt, but you would choose the cheaper coin
to pay the landlord or the taxman.
Mr. Silber, a former gold and silver options trader, is a fine hand at explaining the mechanics of the
bimetallic system as well as the inside details of the modern silver market. Suffice it to say that, by the
1870s, with silver on the wane, rich nations were adopting the gold standard.
In 1873, Sen. John Sherman, an Ohio Republican, sponsored legislation to strike silver from America’s
monetary rolls, relegating it to small change and silver dollars. So dry was the author’s legislative
draftsmanship that nobody seems to have penetrated it. Unmistakable, however, was the subsequent
plunge in the silver price and the resulting howls of the impoverished miners. The “Crime of ’73,” they
called Sherman’s Coinage Act, though the crime was arguably the failure of his congressional colleagues
to read the bill. Mr. Silber blames Sherman for “a great deflation in the United States during the last
quarter of the nineteenth century.”
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Or perhaps he should blame human progress. The 1885 Report of the Commissioner of Labor relates that,
in a certain factory six years earlier, 17 skilled men had produced 500-dozen brooms a week. By 1885, in
the same, now-mechanized factory, nine men turned out 1,200-dozen brooms a week. Presumably broom
prices declined because it cost less to make them, not because there was too little silver in the customers’
pockets. The voters seem to have agreed that life was getting better, not worse. At least, William Jennings
Bryan, a Democrat running for president in 1896 on a pro-silver, pro-inflation platform, lost to William
McKinley, the Republican gold-standard champion.
Mr. Silber’s 20th-century cast of characters features Henry Morgenthau, secretary of the Treasury under
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who carried out presidential orders to raise the price of silver and thereby placate
the Western silver bloc. But that beckoning American price, by drawing silver from China to America,
toppled China’s currency, the silver-linked yuan, and thus left the future People’s Republic vulnerable to
Mao’s subversion and Japan’s aggression. So came World War II. You can’t accuse Mr. Silber of
understating the place of silver in world history.
Or in the canon of conspiracy. It was President Kennedy’s seemingly technical decision in 1963 to retire
from circulation the $1 bills called “silver certificates” that, according to Mr. Silber, loosed the furies that
possibly—just conceivably—took the human form of Lee Harvey Oswald. Well, says the historianprovocateur, silver obsessives threatened Sen. Sherman 90 years earlier. Maybe their right-wing
descendants, inflamed by Kennedy’s attack on the integrity of American money, were behind Oswald. In
defense of his nutty conjecture, the author submits that it’s no nuttier than the other nutty Kennedy
conjectures.
He’s on firmer ground in describing the great silver-coin famine of the 1960s. No mystery here; the coins
disappeared into vaults when the silver value of a dime topped the stated 10 cents, or of a quarter, the
stated 25 cents. (For a less fervid account of this episode, see William F. Rickenbacker’s 1966 book,
“Wooden Nickels.”)
The best and longest section of “The Story of Silver” concerns the Hunt brothers’ blameless purchase of
200 million ounces of silver to protect against the depreciating paper dollar (as they maintained) or their
criminal conspiracy to corner the world silver market (the government’s contention). Either way, Nelson
Bunker Hunt, leader of the family triumvirate, rode the silver price from a few dollars an ounce to $50 an
ounce and most of the way back down again. Losses reached the billions. “I was just trying to make some
money,” Mr. Silber quotes Bunker explaining to his sister Margaret, who asked him what on earth he was
thinking about. In the event, the government settled its case with two of the three brothers, Bunker and
William Herbert, with a small fine (by then, what was $10 million?) and a possibly not unwelcome order
to bar them from trading commodities for the rest of their lives.
Few who buy this newspaper with the swipe of a credit card have an unslaked desire to transact in silver.
The author counsels patience and reflection. The Soviet Union attained the ripe old age of 69 before it
collapsed in a heap. America’s post-Lehman experiment in rustling up trillions of dollars in paper money
is scarcely a decade old. On the institution of modern currency, Mr. Silber wisely concludes that the jury
is still out.
Mr. Grant’s “Bagehot: The Life and Times of the Greatest Victorian” will be published in July.
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“The Story of Silver” by William L Silber

With a surname like Silber, a book on silver is perhaps inevitable. And if you thought a book
entitled The Story of Silver: How the White Metal Shaped America and the Modern World and
published by the venerable and academic Princeton University Press would be a dull, dense,
heavily-footnoted tome, you’d be wrong (although not about the footnotes).
The Story of Silver is two different books threaded together. The first is a detailed history of
silver—in the United States—with explanations of such things as bimetallic monetary standards
and demonization that, in today’s world of free-floating fiat currencies, can seem as quaint as
whale-oil monopolies, combined with descriptions of bare-knuckled, blatantly self-interested
politics that puts even today’s Washington in perspective.
The second is a page-turner of a financial-political multi-generational thriller worthy of, say,
John Grisham, filled with larger-than-life speculators, businessmen, manipulators, crooks and
politicians—it not always being easy to tell them apart.
7

______________________________________________________________

Silber writes with verve—Hunt père “had trouble keeping his pants zipped”.
______________________________________________________________

The Story of Silver: How the White Metal Shaped America and
the Modern World, William L Silber (Princeton University Press, February 2019)
________________________________________________________________
William Silber’s primary objective is to tell the story of the Hunt brothers and their disastrous
attempt to corner the world market in silver around the three-quarters mark of the last century.
The Hunts drove the price of silver to a record US$50 an ounce in 1980, an increase of some 2025 times in only a few years; it all came to grief. Silber tells the story of these outsized
personalities and financial shenanigans with gusto and evident relish.
But to get there, Silber goes back to the beginning of the republic, passing through Alexander
Hamilton, William Jennings Bryan, the initialed presidents FDR, JFK and LBJ and the various
treasury secretaries and senate leaders for whom silver was an alternatively an opportunity or a
thorn in the side. It’s hard to imagine that any American president has given silver much thought
for a generation.
Silber writes with verve—Hunt père “had trouble keeping his pants zipped”—and even perhaps
to excess on occasion: comparisons to the Beatles and Babe Ruth’s baseball career make
somewhat incongruous, but far from boring, appearances. When commenting on the theory that
Kennedy’s assassination was tied to the president’s demonetization of silver, he says
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murder for the sake of silver dollars seems excessive, a primitive response to a commercial conflict, perhaps
understandable in the more violent nineteenth century but inconsistent with the more civilized twentieth. Or
not?

A page-turner, indeed. Yet in the process, Silber manages to provide cogent explanations of how
metal-based currency systems work, or don’t, as well as flesh out some fascinating yet lesserknown denizens of, in particular, the US Senate over the past century and a half. Readers who
didn’t know Gresham’s Law before starting The Story of Silver, will by the time they reach the
end.
___________________________________________________________________

“FDR deserves blame for his willingness to sacrifice China by focusing on
domestic considerations without weighing international consequences.”
___________________________________________________________________
While the book is very much an American tale, it intersects with Asia in the run-up to the Second
World War. One of the most serious problems of the Great Depression was deflation: falling
prices, falling expenditure and the consequent falling unemployment. One of the solutions was
for the Government to bid up the price of silver. This may seem counter-intuitive—as the value
of the silver in a silver dollar goes up, one might think the value of the dollar would go up with
it—but it is in fact equivalent to a devaluation: the same quantity of silver amounts to more
dollars. And a higher-price for silver pulled more of it out of the ground, and from overseas. This
policy was supported by a politically crucial block of Western states, led by Nevada, which is
where the mines were; this program resulted in a windfall for silver interests.
China was, at that time, on the silver standard—an important historical and cultural legacy—the
only country in the world to still hold to it. Ironically, given what happened, China’s use of the
relatively weak silver standard, as opposed to the gold standard that had prevailed elsewhere, had
allowed China to sidestep the some of the ravages of the Great Depression. But FDR’s USguaranteed purchase price for silver greatly increased the value of China’s currency, making
their exports uncompetitive and also—all attempts at export control notwithstanding—sucked
currency out of the country, resulting in shortages and capital flight.
The resulting economic crisis—about which the Americans were well informed—weakened
China at exactly the time it was facing increasing pressure from Japan. China was forced off the
silver standard in 1935 but by then the damage had been done. Silber concludes that China
might have succumbed to Japanese aggression or to communist forces even with its silver-backed currency
but FDR deserves blame for his willingness to sacrifice China by focusing on domestic considerations without
weighing international consequences.
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It is always problematic to assign historical developments to any single cause, but one
nevertheless imagines that these examples of pre-WW2 “America First” policies are remembered
more distinctly in Chinese circles than American ones.
____________________________________________________________________

In the 1960s, the USA ran out of silver-based coins to put in vending
machines.
____________________________________________________________________
It is something a shame that Silber starts his story only with the founding of the United States,
for the history of silver and its effect on the world economy goes back at least to mid-16th
century when exactly the same sorts of supply surges from mines in the Americas greased the
wheels of the Chinese economy and kicked-started globalization via the vehicle of the Manila
galleon. The US dollar and, it can be argued, the United States as whole owe a great deal to this
prior history of silver: a half-million silver pesos, raised in Havana, went to fund the Continental
Army at Siege of Yorktown in 1781. There were no small number of other events and
personalities onto whom Silber could have turned his entertainingly gimlet eye.
In the meantime, though, The Story of Silver might serve as a useful refresher for those who
(still) think that national currencies should be backed one-for-one by precious metals. Perhaps
necessary at one time, it nevertheless seems to have been a bottomless source of trouble: even in
the 1960s, the country ran out of silver-based coins to put in vending machines. Silber concludes
that it “could never happen again” followed by the rhetorical flourish “Or could it?” Perhaps an
equally entertaining sequel is in the offing.

Peter Gordon is editor of the Asian Review of Books.
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Central Bank Independence Faces Another
Test
Apr. 15, 2019 2:04 AM ET

David Warsh
Summary
Silber, a many-sided professor at New York University's Stern School of Business, is a gifted
story-teller.
The latter-day speculations of Nelson Bunker Hunt and Warren Buffett are thrown into the book
for good measure.
One virtue of Bordo's account is that it is based partly on conversations with George Shultz, who
was a crucial player in the events of 1969-1973, as well as other narratives the period.
______________________________________________________________________________

"Central bank independence throughout the world has replaced gold and silver as the guardian of
the currency." That sentence, towards the end of William Silber's new book on the downstream
consequences of the Silver Purchase Act of 1934, made me pause. I hadn't seen it put quite so
clearly before. It is true, I think, but what it means may not yet be widely understood.
I was reading The Story of Silver: How the White Metal Shaped America and the Modern World
(Princeton, 2019) because the aftermath of 2008 convinced me that present-day macroeconomics
is seriously out of focus. Silber, a many-sided professor at New York University's Stern School
of Business, is a gifted story-teller. His book on the crisis that accompanied the outbreak of
World War - When Washington Shut down Wall Street: The Great Financial Crisis of 1914 and
the Origins of America's Monetary Supremacy - illuminated a critical turning point in America's
financial history.
The new book shows how the US Silver Purchase Act of 1934 led to American purchases that
knocked China off its silver standard in 1935 and destabilized the rest of Asia, preparing the way
11

for the Pacific half of World War II and adding an accelerant to the Communist Revolution in
China that culminated in 1949. Nevada Sen. Key Pittman was chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee and leader of the Senate's "Silver Bloc." Touted as recompense of "the Crime of '73"
(when the silver dollar was omitted from the Coinage Act), the '34 Purchase Act was the price
that Roosevelt paid for Pittman's support of New Deal legislation. The latter-day speculations of
Nelson Bunker Hunt and Warren Buffett are thrown into the book for good measure.
Silber naturally ends with the election of Donald Trump. He warns that the president's "America
first" policy may cause similar unexpected damage many years from now. It's entirely possible.
But I'm more interested in the recent controversy about Trump's proposal to nominate two close
allies as governors of the Federal Reserve Board. That simple sentence that piqued my interest
implied a hundred-year saga in which the lead actors are former Fed chairs Arthur Burns, Paul
Volcker, Alan Greenspan, Ben Bernanke, and Janet Yellen; and Trump is so far just another bit
player.
The pure paper money we have today, backed by fiat instead of any link to precious metal,
emerged after August 1971, when President Nixon suspended the right of other central banks to
convert dollars to gold under the Bretton Woods System. The best account I know of how it
happened is The Imbalances of the Bretton Woods System 1965-1973: The Elephant in the
Room. by Michael Bordo, of Rutgers University.
The reason commonly given for Nixon's actions was the conviction that exploding US balance of
payments deficits, along with growing current account surpluses in Germany and the rest of
Europe, and Japan, were harmful to the US competitive position and the general prosperity of the
United States. Nixon's "New Economic Policy" had three principal struts: closing the gold
window, to protect US reserves; a ten percent surcharge on all imports to force trading partners
to revalue their currencies; and a ninety-day freeze on wages and prices to contain the US
inflation rate.
In fact, writes Bordo, the real reason for the growing imbalances was the steadily rising US
inflation rate since 1965, driven by expansionary monetary and fiscal policy, the guns and butter
financing to the Vietnam War and various Great Society initiatives. For political and doctrinal
reasons, he says, this misalignment was not addressed.
Instead, a 1968 tax surcharge was not extended and Nixon pressured Fed chairman Burns and his
Federal Open Market Committee to ease monetary policy, fearing that permitting the 1970
recession to lengthen into 1971 and damage the chances of his own re-election in 1972. Burns
accommodated the president's demands; the wage-price freeze pushed the resulting inflation into
the future. Nixon blamed other nations for problems of America's own making, and, by 1973, the
Bretton Woods system had collapsed.
One virtue of Bordo's account is that it is based partly on conversations with George Shultz, who
was a crucial player in the events of 1969-1973, as well as other narratives the period. Shultz
served as Secretary of Labor and Secretary of the Treasury in those years, and founded the
Office of Management and Budget in between. The relevance of "The Elephant in the Room,"
which he wrote last year, was to certain similarities between the imbalances then and those that
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have developed since the financial crisis of 2008 - specifically a debt-to-GNP ratio that had risen
to historically high levels. Worries about the likelihood of a sovereign-debt crisis have
diminished somewhat since then. But Bordo's account also make a strong case for the virtues of
an independent central bank.
For as Silber points out, the post-Bretton Woods experiment with fiat money almost failed. It
was only after Fed chairman Paul Volcker, appointed by President Jimmy Carter and supported
by President Ronald Reagan, led a decisive campaign against inflationary expectations that the
credibility of the monetary system was restored.
The analytic literature on the nature of central bank independence has blossomed since then. See,
for instance, Macroeconomic Policy, Credibility, and Politics, by Torsten Persson, of the
Institute for International Economic Studies, Stockholm, and Guido Tabellini, of the University
of California at Los Angeles The old saw, attributed to William McChesney Martin, Fed
chairman from 1951 until 1970, to the effect that the job of the central bank is to "take away the
punch bowl just as the party is getting good," has since the 1980s acquired a new pertinence.
This better understood role of central banks around the world is receiving renewed attention.
President Trump, having previously nominated the widely-respected investment banker Jerome
Powell to a four-year term as chairman of the seven-member Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, recently reversed course. He bruited his intention to nominate as governors two
political allies who are equally widely viewed - at least by students of the Fed - as unqualified for
the position.
The candidacy of Herman Cain, a Midwestern pizza chain entrepreneur and former Republican
Party presidential hopeful, seems already to have been turned aside. Stephen Moore, a founder of
the Club for Growth and one-time member of the Editorial Board of The Wall Street Journal, has
yet to be nominated pending reports of unpaid taxes and alimony claims. His confirmation
prospects may be better than those of Cain thanks to long years as a proponent of tax cuts.
Moore by himself as a governor would make little difference in the deliberations of the Fed's
twelve-member policy-setting Federal Open Market Committee. But if Mr. Trump were elected
to a second term with a still-complaisant Senate, he might seek to replace Chairman Powell with
a more conventionally loyal ally. As president, Mr. Trump has violated a lot of norms. Perhaps
none is more important than his attacks on the central bank's independence.
Editor’s Note: The summary bullets for this article were chosen by Seeking Alpha editors.
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The Story of Silver by William Silber — impeccably researched
After 50 years of fiat money, the white metal may once again claim its place as a haven

Silver bars being transported through New York City to West Point in 1937. Each truck carries 320 bars,
with each bar weighs 1,000 troy ounces © Getty
_______________________________________________

The economist Willem Buiter once memorably referred to gold as a 6,000-year-long bubble. The same
cannot quite be said of silver, for while it does serve as a store of value it has more industrial uses than
gold, in such areas as photography and medicine.
That said, when the white metal bubbles, it can do so more frenetically than its yellow counterpart. In
1979, prompted by the Iranian revolution, the silver price soared sevenfold from $7 to $50 an ounce in
less than 12 months — a vastly greater uplift than the gold market witnessed. While silver’s grip on the
human psyche is less potent than that of gold it can still fascinate, as a new book, The Story of Silver, by
14

the appropriately named William Silber, a professor of finance and economics at New York University’s
Stern School of Business, fruitfully demonstrates.
Despite its title the book is not really the full story of silver. There is little here about silver in the ancient
world, where it was more often than not the metal of choice for coinage and jewellery. Nor will the
reader discover how China’s pioneering experiment with paper money under the Song dynasty gave way
to a silver standard under the Mongols in the 13th century, one of the great landmark events in
monetary history.
As the subtitle implies, this is silver seen chiefly through an American lens. Happily, there is no shortage
of compelling material to ponder, not least the American sabotage of China’s centuries-old silver
standard in the 1930s. Indeed, an important theme of the book is that while silver’s contribution to
economic activity is marginal it can be highly disruptive for politics and financial stability.
The story begins with George Washington’s Treasury secretary Alexander Hamilton, who opted to put
the fledgling nation on a bimetallic standard, using both gold and silver as money. This worked well
enough until John Sherman, a senator from Ohio better known today for his antitrust legislation,
promoted the Coinage Act of 1873.

Buried within technical instructions on the operations of the mint were measures that had the effect of
demonetising the white metal. Sherman was a passionate advocate of a gold standard who resorted to
this subterfuge to subvert the power of the silver lobby.
The act, which miners and farmers in the American West dubbed the Crime of 1873, caused the silver
price to fall and the money supply to contract, contributing to the Great Depression of 1873-96. The
political divide between the conservative rural western states and the liberal east coast, home of the big
banks, was reinforced.
This culminated in a presidential election in 1896 in which the democratic candidate William Jennings
Bryan made his famous plea to “not crucify mankind upon a Cross of Gold”. The rallying cry for silver
failed to convince the American people, who threw in their lot with Republican William McKinley.
So-called silverites had their revenge in the first world war when the US Treasury was required to buy
domestic silver production at a fixed price above the prevailing market rate. They gained yet more when
15

Franklin Roosevelt pandered to the senate’s silver bloc by re-establishing bimetallism in the Silver
Purchase Act of 1934. This may have been clever domestic politics but the resulting rise in the silver
price was devastating for China, where the appreciation of a currency that was pegged to silver hurt
banks and depressed exports. The country abandoned the silver standard.
This bid for currency freedom also angered the Japanese military, who controlled Manchuria and
nurtured wider territorial ambitions. Inside Japan it tilted the balance of power away from politicians in
favour of the generals. US Treasury secretary Henry Morgenthau bewailed the fact that the Treasury
was giving a 50 per cent profit to the Japanese on silver smuggled out of China, declaring that “we are
giving Japan the necessary money with which to stabilise her currency and build up her fleet”.
There followed after the war what Silber calls spiralling inflation. This understates the damage. Steve
Hanke and Nicholas Krus of Johns Hopkins University rate China’s 1947-49 hyperinflation the seventh
worst in history, with a peak monthly rate of 5,070 per cent. It paved the way for Mao’s communist
revolution. As Silber rightly says, there is a lesson here for today’s “America First” policymakers.
The author is at his best in his account of Texas oil baron Nelson Bunker Hunt’s manipulation of the
silver market in the 1970s and 1980s, which aroused financial stability concerns in Paul Volcker’s Federal
Reserve. His heavy buying gave rise to rumours that he was out to corner the market and many big silver
producers were wrong footed by the skyrocketing price of the white metal on the Comex commodities
exchange. Comex then changed its rules in a way designed to prick the bubble. Hunt was bankrupted by
the exchange’s ploy. Silber has traded options and futures contracts on Wall Street and it shows in an
impeccably researched and gripping account of the market shenanigans.
In a world of independent central banking the role of precious metals as havens in political and financial
storms has decreased. But Silber concludes with a warning that after 50 years of running fiat money —
money unbacked by precious metal — central bankers are still on trial. Who can be entirely sure that
metallic stores of value have had their day?

The Story of Silver: How the White Metal Shaped America and the Modern World, by
William L. Silber, Princeton, RRP£24, 352 pages
John Plender is an FT columnist
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Cato Institute
Regulation Magazine
Summer 2019
“Silber on Silver”
Go to:
https://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/serials/files/regulation/2019/6/reg-v42n211_1.pdf#page=6
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